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THE TABULAR VIEW

Just for Fun!

A CHALLENGE

Priority Paucity. - For a surveyor the rubber situation - topic of prime interest in these times - The
Review has turned to GEORGEW. GRAY, skilled student of matters technological and able commentator
upon them, whom Harper's Magazine has characterized as "perhaps the best-known practitioner in this
art or scientific translation now writing in this country." Some four years ago, Mr. Gray wrote for us on
microscopic studies of rubber; now, sadly enough, the
adjective in that phrase may well be transposed. In
preparing the present discussion (page 441), Mr. Gray
received valuable material from Howard I. Cramer,
Secretary of the division or rubber chemistry of the
American Chemical Society; M. E. Lerner, editor of
Rubber Age; and Loren G. Polhamus of the United
States Department or Agriculture.

TO YOUR INGENUITY

THE

tall water tank at the left has, in its
outlet pipe, a constriction of the approximate dimensions and form shown. What will
be the change in rate of flow from the pipe if
the constriction is removed, as on the rigbt?

Answer: Believe it or not, the /low may actually decrease! [The water stream tends to
"neck in" at the tank opening anyway, and tbe
constriction reduces disturbing turbulence.]

"Company of Scholars." - For the first time in
Institute history, advanced degrees were conferred
this year upon postgraduate
students at exercises
separate from the commencement ceremonies at which
bachelor's degrees were awarded. The address that
PRESIDENT COMPTONdelivered upon the occasion,
and which The Review publishes in full (page 444),
is a farseeing analysis of the postgraduate world and
the postgraduate attitude of mind.
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Forewarned, Forearmed. - For the first issue of this
volume of The Review, EDWARDR. SCHWARZ,'23,
wrote with his usual vigor on a subject close to his work
as professor of textile technology at the Institute. For
the final issue, he discusses (page 447) a far different
topic - that or sabotage. For many years actively concerned with industrial protection, Professor Schwarz
.is president or the Massachusetts Safety Council.

This booklet will help you cut
printing costs.
liBerty 3000

SPAULDING-MOSS CO.

Practice and, Philosophy. - The subject of industrial research is of fundamental importance to a country such as the United States, where millions of people
rely for their livelihood upon work bred of the test
tube and the experiment. How industrial research
produces in practice is clear from discussion (page 449)
of utilization or waste liquors in the papermaking
industry. ALLEN ABRAMS,'15, who contributes this
article to The Review, is vice-president in charge of
research and development for the Marathon Paper
Mills Company of Rothschild, Wis. How industrial
research demands special attributes from its practitioners is plain in the analysis of the research mind
(page 451) drawn from a chapter which JOHN MILLS.
'09, contributed to a symposium on modern developments in industry, scheduled for publication under the
auspices of the school of education of New York
University. Mr. Mills is director or publication of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories.

FR EE !

Wolfpacks. -

Most timely is A. M. Low's book, The

Submarine at War, reviewed (page 438) by HENRY E.
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MAIL RETURNS
War and a University
FROM AUTHUH R. KELLER, '16:
[Editor's Note: These excerpts from a letter to President
Compton from Arthur R. Keller, '16, Acting President of the
University of Hawaii, summarize aspects of the effect of war
on education.]
. . . One American university which has been seriously hit by this
war is the University of Hawaii. We have been blacked out every
night, all night long, since December 7. Few people realize the struggle that this young university is making, the difficulties that it is
encountering. . . .
The university was closed on December 7 by order of the military
governor and wa permitted to reopen on February '~' Since then
classes have been held during the daylight hours. About one-third
of the buildings have been taken for defen e or for grade- and highschool purposes, but as the university enrollment has dropped to less
than one-third normal, ample space remains for classes. Some laboratories are shared with high-school classes. Many faculty members
secured other work, military or defense. An accelerated programa long summer session - is planned, but because of loss of income and
lack of funds, a further cut in faculty i necessary. . ..
When trouble came on December 7, the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps went out as a unit. Their departure hit the science and engineering classes. Later some students of the R.O.T.C. were deactivated,
but they formed a labor battalion and went to work for the Engineers.
As far as I know this is the first labor battalion. The group is composed
entirely of Americans of Japanese ancestry ....
Carl B. Andrews, '~8, has been ordered by his doctor to leave the
Territory, so that all who remain of the (Concluded on page 474)

The R.eview is not publi.~hed during the summer months
following July. This issue, therefore, concludes Volume 44.
Number 1 of Volume 45 'Willbe published on October 27 and
dated November. Readers who bind their copies are reminded that if they possess nine issues of Volume 44, their
files are complete. An index to the volume will be ready on
August 16 and will be supplied post free upon request.
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Peg Allen's new coffee maker is helping to bring down Stukas
"I'm rushing down right now to
buy another Defense Bond a1'ldget
eoen with Hitler and the laps! I
[ust found out I can't get the automatic co/fee maleer that I've been
dyin,g to have, becausethe manu/acturers of household appliances are
making nothing bItt munitions, So
the coffee maker and the money I'd
saved will both be helping to win
the war!"
Nowhere else on earth have household electrical appliances been so numerous, so ingenious; so inexpensive
as in America. When the manufacturers in this great industry turned
all their resources to building munitions, they struck a heavy blow against
the Axis.
But a conversion as drastic as theirs
posed some knotty problems. New
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designs and specifications
required
many new alloys, tools and methods.
In cooperation with the Revere Technical Advisory staff, a number of the
leading appliance manufacturers were
able to change over with gratifying
speed and ease. For Revere supplies industry not only with sound copper
alloys, but also with a highly experienced service in the most efficient
methods of using them.
Today, every ounce of copper goes
directly into the essentials of modern
warfare. There is none for any other
use. Fortunately Revere was prepared,
with new plants, advanced processes,
improved equipment, to assume an important responsibility in the production of our nation's vital copper alloys.
And additional facilities are steadily
being added to help make victory still
surer and quicker.
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The Revere Technical Advisory Service functions
in (1) developing
new and better Revere materials to
meet active or anticipated demands;
(2) supplying specific and detailed
knowledge of the properties of engineeriog
and construction
materi ..
als ; (3)
cnntinuously
observing
developments
of science and engineering far their utilization
in production
methods
and equipment;
(4)
helping
industrial
executives
make use of data thus developed.
This service is available to you, free.

THE RUBBER SHORTAGE IS
MORE CRITICAL THAN YOU THINK
Numerous industrial rubber products now irreplaceable-except
on highest priority. Crisis leads many industries to adopt G. T. M.
Conservation Plan for extending
life of present equipment

D

URING the past few weeks
thousands of plant engineers,
production
and maintenance
experts from America's leading
industries have enthusiastically
approved a conservation pro-'
gram, to relieve the acute rubber
shortage, presented at a series of
nation-wide meetings held by the
G. T. M. - Goodyear Technical
Man.
To these key operating men the
importance and necessity of an
immediate, all out, rubber-conservation drive was emphasized
by facts like theseMany mechanical rubber items of
wide use are no longer being made
by any manufacturer.
Even goods sold on priority must
now be built to wartime specifications that limit rubber content
to less than standard prewar construction.
So critical is the shortage, reo
claimed rubber is now on allocation. Practically all synthetic
rubber is being used in military
equipment.
Most serious of all, several million dollars worth of industrial
rubber goods now in
use will fail PREMATURELY
this year
1"£

rect improper applications,
bow to make minor repairs
that will prolong the life of
industrial rubber products by
means of-

COMPTJETE MANUAL
ON THE PROPER
USE AND MAINTENANCE
OF INDUSTRIAL
RUBBER
PRODUCTS - furnished
free to instructors and senior engineering stu.dents, Write l ndustrial
Conservation
ment D-15, Goodyear, Akron, Ohio.

Depart-

through improper opera tion and
care, judging by past experience.
This will deprive plant operators
of from 25% to 50% of the full
performance built into these products - an irreplaceable los to the
nation.
THE G. T. M. INDUSTRIAL
RUBBER
CONSERVATION
PLAN

The G. T. M. offers a complete,
workable conservation program,
based on long experience, for
eliminating this unnecessary waste
and insuring optimum performance from all industrial rubber
products.
In factories large and small,
operating men are now being
taught how to prevent
abuses, how to cor-
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"Goodyear Wages War On
Waste"-the graphic educational slide :film which presents, easily and clearly,
recommended conservation
practices.
Practical demonstrations on
how to inspect, what to look
for and what measures to
take to correct, how to
salvage hose and belts and
give them new and additional use.
"Goodyear Industrial Rub·
ber Products Conservation"
manual, the concise 40· page,
profusely illustrated G. T. M.
handbook with practical
ideas and suggestions.
Industry-wide
program would
saving of many
rubber products
ucts that many
able to replace.

adoption of this
mean a minimum
million pounds of
this year - prodplants will not be
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